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AUTUMN ON THE AMALFI COAST
Gray & Co. pairs with storied Le Sirenuse October 13 – 19, 2014
TORONTO, Canada — Few places in the world can name their walking trails titles
like “The Path of the Gods” and get away with it. But on the Amalfi Coast, the
moniker feels just right—which is why it ranks among the top hiking destinations
for the high-end active travel gurus at Gray & Co. Moreover, the region is home to
storied Le Sirenuse—consistently rated one of the best hotels in the world and a
longtime favourite of Gray & Co. This fall, the two will collaborate to offer a onetime hotel-and-hike package to travellers keen to discover Amalfi’s gems in style.
“The Amalfi Coast is one of the most incredible places in the world—both rustic and
glamourous, and unfathomably beautiful—and the only true way to experience it is
on two feet,” says Gray & Co. founder Cari Gray. “Walking gives you the time to
smell the lemon blossoms, discover hidden Roman ruins, admire the incredible
views, and tune into the unhurried rhythms of local life.”
“The Path of the Gods” is just one of Amalfi’s stunning trails. Offering dramatic
views of coastline and sea, Capri and the Li Galli islands, the ancient mule track is
situated some 1,640 feet above sea level and winds through forests and across grassy
terraces, passing the Grotta del Biscotto (cave of the biscuit) and the hamlets of
Nocelle and Montepertuso before eventually dropping into Positano via a series of
ancient stone steps. Lesser-known routes present equally ravishing vistas as visitors
wander village to village past lemon groves and olive trees. Happily, a long day’s
hike on the Amalfi Coast ends just as idyllically in Positano at the Le Sirenuse.
“Le Sirenuse is that rare property that offers the ultimate in elegance and
sophistication while feeling perfectly cozy, authentic – and hip,” says Gray. “I
attribute that in great part to its legacy as a family-run property and to its current
proprietor, my friends Antonio & Carla Sersale. Your feel his attention to detail—
and her style—in every corner and sun-drenched patio.”
The hike-and-hotel package, available October 13-19 and priced at €600 per room
per night + 10% VAT, includes a minimum 3-night stay in a sea-view room, daily
breakfast, two massages, one dinner for two at the hotel’s Michelin-starred La Sponda
restaurant (lit by over 400 candles) with local wine, plus one signature Gray & Co.
guided full-day hike and one half-day hike. Must be booked by September 29, 2014.
To reserve, please contact info@sirenuse.it
Gray & Co. crafts custom journeys for active travellers to many corners of the globe. With
first-hand knowledge and local connections, they can orchestrate almost any adventure with
style and precision. They cater to groups of friends and families, design corporate retreats,
and more. For more information, please visit www.grayandco.ca.

